
I don’t know about you, but I cannot believe it is already September and school has started.  As you think about the years you 

spent in school, you may consider all of the items you needed to be successful:  school supplies, PE clothes, tennis shoes, comput-

er, and let’s not forget all of the homework/school assignments.  Go ahead and take out your #2 pencil and a 

pad of paper.  Start by making three columns on your paper.  In the first column, list the projects you need 

(or want) to finish.  In the second column, list the items you need to work on the projects.  Lastly, in the third 

column, list all of the items you s ll need to purchase to complete the projects.  With your assignment in 

hand, stop in at the store and show your completed assignment to one of our staff.  We will give you a grade 

(well actually it will be 10% off one piece of fabric) and assist you with purchasing the items you s ll need.   

We look forward to seeing you “a er” class.   

T7751-4G-BLACK-
GOLD 

T7749-161G-
CHRISTMAS-GOLD 

T7748-78G-
SCARLETT-GOLD 

Did you ever try to hide so that the teacher didn’t call on you?  I can 

assure you that you will not want to “hide” the projects that are made 

with one of these panels.    

51394-27 

51394-24 

You will be a “star” student with this 

fabric line!  Be prepared to be the 

“apple” on the teachers desk! 

C685R-
WILDBLUE 

T4861-699-
NOIR 

Joyful Tradi ons, a fabric line from Hoffman Fabrics, highlights Christmas 

bells, poinse as, and fes ve pinecones with a touch of metallic gold  

accent.  You will be ready for your first day of school with this fabric line! 

Oh wow is all I can say when I look at this next beau ful fabric 

line.  Look at the sparkle that dazzles and shines 

from “Diamond Dust” created by Whistler     

Studios for Windham Fabrics.  It is sure to score 

you an A+ for any project using this fabric line!    

Our Facebook page is:  Something For You Quilt Shop 
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51394-39 

51394-30 

51394-41 

T4857-307-SNOW T4863-192-
PUMPKIN 

C685R-KEYLIME C685R-MULTI C685R-WISTER 

Remember raising your arm high trying to get the 

teacher’s a en on?  This fabric line from Riley Blake 

Designs is called Crayola Stripe Collec on.  You will 

surely get the teacher’s a en on with this line! 

52632-3 52632-7 52600D-4 52631-5 

51394-1 


